Our Guide to local shopping

Turkish Brands - Clothing

MAVİ
Appealing a vast range of tastes in jeans and casual clothing, this world-renowned Turkish brand also offers exclusive concept products for special occasions. Address 1: İstinye Bayırı Cd, Pınar Mah, İstinyePark Shopping Centre. T1: 0212 345 5070. Address 2: İstiklal Cd. 123/A Beyoğlu. T2: 0212 244 6255.

NETWORK
Network is a Turkish brand inspired by the multicultural character of the 21st century, introducing new trends for men and women. Address: Teşvikiye Cad.103, Nişantaşı. T: 0212 236 6579.

İPEKYOŁ

YARGICI
Turkish clothing brand for modern, cosmopolitan and independent women. Address: Valikonağı Cad.34/B, Nişantaşı. T: 0212 225 2952.

SARAR
Sarar, which greeted the fashion world in 1944 from a modest tailor’s workshop, today continues purveying stylish and creative designs across 5 continents and in 49 different countries. Directing the winds of fashion in the men’s and women’s clothing world with its expert Turkish designers and Turkish quality fabrics. Address: Pınar Mh. İstinye Bayırı Cd. İstinye Shopping Centre F309-310, İstinye. T: 0212 345 56 30-32.
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Turkish Brands - Clothing

ROMAN
The foundation of Roman brand was built by Turgut Toplusoy. It has become a Turkish brand which delivers its products to many wholesalers. Roman has created the youth-oriented brand named "Gipsy" which is also sold at Roman stores and has more affordable prices.
Address: Rumeli Cad.10, Nişantaşı. T:0212 241 34 96

TÜZÜN
Turkish clothing brand for modern, cosmopolitan and independent women.
Address: Abdi İpekçi Cad.28, Nişantaşı. T:0212 248 0836

Turkish Brands - Jewellery

TINA
Tina is a Turkish/German Designer brand that follows developments in domestic and abroad fashion trends with innovative conception, also have had a precious innings on unique designs for the ones who would like to feel special.
Address: Abdi İpekçi Cad.51/B Nişantaşı. T:0212 219 1306-08.

GİLAN
The number one name in haute couture jewellery in Istanbul, GİLAN brings the luxury of the Ottoman, Roman and Byzantine eras back to life. A family-owned jewellery house, GİLAN creates a harmonic fusion of East and West, ancient and modern.
Address: İstinye Park Shopping Centre, İstinye Bayırı Cad.459, Sarıyer. T:0212 245 5008.

SEVAN BİÇAKÇI
Award-winning Turkish designer offering much sought-after pieces, particularly the unique and highly valuable ring designs. Flawless handmade diamond jewellery and special collections echoing Turkish handiwork have drawn the attention of collectors worldwide.
Address: Molla Fenari Mah. Gazi Sinanpaşa Sk.16 Çağaloğlu. T:0212 520 4516.
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Turkish Brands - Carpets and Kilims

MATIS
In the special carpet galleries, you will be able to see the finest examples of the Turkish carpet-making tradition, all woven meticulously with the weaving techniques, colours and patterns peculiar to Anatolia, by the hennaed hands of young Turkish girls. Address: Babıali Cad. No: 19, Çağaloğlu T: 0212 514 11 12

NAKKAS
In Istanbul's old Sultanahmet district, there’s a truly remarkable store: Nakkaş. Built over a beautifully restored 6-century Byzantine cistern, Nakkaş offers fine wearings, ceramic and jewellery in the tradition of quality craftsmanship. Address: Nakilbent Sok. 33, Sultanahmet. T: 0212 516 5222.

PUNTO
Punto is a well-established business located near, but not in, the Grand Bazaar. This rug shop has been run by the same family for five generations, wholesales internationally, and deals in both new and antique rugs. Address: Gazi Sinan Paşa Sok. Vezir Han 17 Eminönü/Cağaloğlu, Fatih. T: 0212 511 08 53-54
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**Turkish Brands-Home Textile**

**HAREMLIQUE**
Turkish Company offering own production of luxury lines and accessories for the finest homes, yachts and boutique hotels. Address: Şair Nedim Cad. 11, Akaretler, Beşiktaş. T: 0212 236 3843

**ARMAGGAN**
Home Textiles Collection features natural fabrics and raw silks woven by our artisans using Turkish traditional handlooms. The authentic regional Anatolian textures, colors and motifs employed in these fabrics serve as the inspiration for this collection’s unique lines. Address1: Abdi İpekçi Cad. Bostan Sok. 8, Nişantaşı. T1: 0212 291 6292. Address2: Nuruosmaniye Cd. 65 Nuruosmaniye. T2:0212 522 4433.

**PRIVATE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE**, powered by IDEE [www.ideetravel.com](http://www.ideetravel.com)
Whether you want to stroll through the noble and traditional quarters of Istanbul or whether you rather want to go to the Grand Bazaar, you will find Turkish design collections of great variety, as well as traditional goods. So whatever you like and whatever you want - you decide: Turkish designers, leather goods, jewelery, carpets, china and more. Whatever it is, your private shopping guide will have the right places for you to go to.

Price per person EUR 70.00 including private chauffeur-driven car and english speaking shopping expert for halfday/4hrs at a min of 2 people.
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Turkish Brands—Designer Handbags

MISELA
Established four years ago by Turkish designer Serra Türker, the handbag brand Misela quickly earned itself a wide fan base, both locally and internationally, with celebrities like Emmy Rossum, Rosario Dawson and Michelle Trachtenberg flaunting their Miselas at red carpet events. These colourful bags and clutches are sold sown boutique in Şişhane. Address: Meşrutiyet Caddesi 107E, Beyoğlu. T: 0212 243 53 00.

Turkish Brands—Shoes

HOTIC
Hotič, adds color too the style of modern women and men living, dynamic, original and elegan designs producing shoes and accessoires brand. All products involved natural ingredients real leather. Address1: İstinye Park Shopping Centre, İstinye Bayırı Cad. F303, Sarıyer. T1: 0212 345 5240. Address2: Teşvikiye Cd. 135/1,Nişantaşı. T2:0212 247 7455.

NURSACE
Nursace, founded in 1944 by Nurettin Sabri Çelik, is now a pioneer in its sector with a total of 14 stores, 8 of which are located abroad. Nursace with its advanced technology and design power is countinuously
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Turkish Brands—Leather

KOÇ DERİ
Established in 1968, Koç Deri manufactures for global brands including Armani and Dolce & Gabbana. One of the most widely known stores in the Grand Bazaar, it is also a favourite of many celebrities. Address: Grand Bazaar, Kürkçüler Çarşısı 22/46, Eminönü. T: 0212 527 5553

Turkish Brands—Glassware

PAŞABAHÇE
The right address for delightful premium glassware, with special collections such as Ottoman, Enamel Glass, Calligraphy on Glass, Mosaic, Ashura, Boutique Glass and others, as well as crystal, porcelain/ceramics, and accessoires. Address1: İstinyePark Shopping Centre, İstinye/İstanbul. T1: 0212 345 5460. Address2: Teşvikiye Cd 47/A, Şişli/İstanbul. T2: 0212 233 5005.

Turkish Brands—Iznik Ceramics

Ceramic tile work is an ancient Anatolian tradition, and İznişkWorks not only ensures the survival of this magnificent art, but breathes new life into it. The Grand Bazaar store gives a fantastic impression of Iznik Works’ beautiful line of creations, keeping this ancient Anatolian art form alive. Address: Kapalıçarşı (Grand Bazaar) Takkeciler Sok. 82-84. T: 0212 522 4242
Shopping districts

Old City-Grand Bazaar
Built in 1461, this amazing complex, the world’s oldest shopping center, is a colossal maze taking in 66 streets and 4000 stores—all covered. An indispensible part of a proper Istanbul tour, each street in the Bazaar is named after the specific guild that once inhabited it, such as the Kalpak Makers, Jewellery, Mirror Makers, etc. This is the place for hand-woven carpets, jewellery, traditional Turkish art, famous Turkish style silverware, copper, bronze giftware and decorative objects, ceramics, onyx, leather products and souvenirs from all over Turkey. Address: Beyazıt-Eminönü.

Nişantaşı
Nişantaşı is both a lively and bustling neighbourhood and an area known for its exclusive shopping centres, brand-name stores, malls and galleries. With its national and international brands, pleasant cafes, restaurants and quality nightlife, it is a favourite area especially with Istanbul’s elite crowd. Nişantaşı lies at busy hub of several major streets and it’s easy to get to, a quick dolmuş ride from Taksim Square.

Istinye Park
In addition to the top brands this shopping centre offers, it stands out with its architecture. Designed to cater to a host of tastes and needs, it demonstrates a distinct concept with 147 clothing stores and 43 world brands. Various theme areas including Brands Street, Nostalgic Marketplace and Children’s Entertainment Centre in addition to nearly 40 cafes and restaurants, and 12 movie theatres inc a 3D IMAX screen. Address: İstinye Bayırı Cad. 73, Sarıyer. T: 0212 345 5555.

Levent Kanyon
Major shopping centre with 160 stores, 9 movie theatres and a health and sports club. Pleasant atmosphere offering the best Turkish and world brands, gourmet restaurants, cafes, open air performances and dazzling colours and sounds. Restaurants and cafes in Kanyon offer early breakfast and late dinners. Address: Büyükdere Cad. 185, Levent. T: 0212 353 5300.
Antiques

**DESIREE**


**SOFA**

Just outside the Grand Bazaar's Nurosmaniye gate, Sofa is almost more museum than shop. Arguably most visitors to Istanbul aren't in the market for priceless 19th century Greek and Russian orthodox icons, Ottoman miniatures and book illuminations, but for those who are, it's a must. The icons are often unusual examples of late Ottoman-era production and the miniatures and illuminations portray anything from mythological scenes to Ottoman sultans. Owner Kashif Bey has also lovingly built up a fantastic collection of Turkish, Ottoman and Islamic art, from delicately carved signet rings to maps of the region, engravings and ottoman landscape and portrait paintings, as well as huge art books. • Nuruosmaniye Caddesi 53A, Çağaloğlu, +90 212 520 2850,